Dear Sports Friends,

Up-to-date news on the CSIT - International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation

ZAGREB is host of the CSIT WSG 2021

CSIT member organization "Health Life Academy" from Croatia will host the 7th CSIT World Sports Games 2021 with the city of Zagreb (WSG 2021). This decision was taken during the CSIT ExCom meeting on Friday in Tortosa, the host city of the WSG 2019. Zagreb did apply together with Rome and this was a head to head race. As both cities had excellent presentations, the CSIT ExCom decided to award both cities and give the Games 2023 to Rome, if they accept. CSIT President Bruno Molea is very happy about this double-decision: "Both applicant cities deserve to have our Games and therefore we decided to give it to both countries. I called the president from Health Life Academy and congratulated him.

We arranged to meet as soon as possible to sign the contract for the Games 2021. Croatia is very happy and looking forward to start working immediately. On the other way I am delighted, that we have two winners in this election. I spoke also to the major of Rome and I am sure, that Rome will accept our decision."
Efficient ExCom meeting in Tortosa and "CUCA" the new WSG - Mascot

At the CSIT ExCom meeting in Tortosa last week, there were taken some important decisions. Additionally, the members of ExCom were able to evaluate the current status of the WSG on location and are very satisfied. The current registration status two months before the deadline of May 7 is also satisfactory. The WSG are receiving great support from regional politics and the population. In addition to sporting components, organizer UCEC is organizing many festivals during the WSG on social value. "CUCA" is the mascot's name of the WSG in Tortosa!

The next major CSIT convention will be the Election Congress from October 15 to 20 in the famous Salone D’Onore in the headquarter of the Italian Olympic Committee (CONI) in Rome.

Your fancy Sports Fashion

Welcome New Members and EU Projects
As part of the ExCom Meeting, three new members were admitted to the CSIT. With Malta Sport for All, South Korea (Korean Office Workers Sports Committee) and Kosovo (Kosova Workers Sport Federation), the CSIT currently has 47 member-organizations from 38 countries with a total of more than 230 million individual members. In addition, the CSIT has recently launched two EU projects: “Brigdes” (Integration of Refugees through Sport and Social Activities) and “You.Aca” (Young Leaders Activities), with which the network of the organization should be strengthened. Further information on CSIT Social Media channels and from the CSIT office administration@csit.tv.

CSIT co-operation partners

CSIT is sending out a series with the presentation of all 15 co-operation partners in addition to the classic 14 CSIT sports. Many of the co-operation associations will be holding their championships as part of the WSG. Tortosa 2019 will have a great sport offer at the CSIT WSG. In this Newsletter you will find Panathlon International, Para-Sport and World O-Sport. Stories about all co-operation partners can be found online in the 2018/2019 CSIT Magazine download and on www.csit.tv.

CSIT partner Panathlon International - New Panathlon CSIT-WSG Award
As of the CSIT World Sports Games Tortosa 2019, the CSIT will receive a new Panathlon-CSIT WSG Award. Panathlon International President Pierre Zappelli presented the new special award at the CSIT Congress in Tortosa. It will be awarded every two years during the CSIT World Sports Games, starting in Tortosa 2019. Nominees may be any natural persons aged over or under 18, without distinction. The Award is the apex of all the nominations received from CSIT Member Unions, since all of them promote and celebrate sport. The nominations for the prizes shall be submitted by CSIT to Panathlon International not later than the end of January of the year when the CSIT World Sport Games are held. For 2019, this deadline will be extended until the end of March 2019. The winner will be invited to and for the first time awarded within the frame of the CSIT World Sports Games 2019 in Tortosa. Further info via office@csit.tv.

CSIT partner Para-Sport

The CSIT and Para-Sport decided to implement sports activities for disabled people into the CSIT network. Officials and specialists of the para-sport-community and CSIT agreed on how important integration is. Specially in team-sport events, as this is indispensable for the participants to give them the possibility to make friends and to share emotions. Learn respect for teammates but also for the team adversaries, and above all live integration through the regulations of integrated sports, which allows them to interact with other children with disabilities but also with able-bodied children. The WSG in Tortosa will be too early to start that program as there is still a lot of preparation work to do. But the responsible specialists are sure the results will be great to see and a big experience for all! Tortosa will be a perfect platform to start with promotion activities. CSIT is very happy to welcome families with disabled people at the opening and closing ceremony and other venues to live the spirit of CSIT and get a feeling for possibilities for the future.

CSIT partner WOF - World O-Sport - Obstacle Multi Stage Sport
O-Sport consists of various competition disciplines equally for both men and women and has become very popular in many countries. The Obstacle Multi Stage Sport technical structure of O-Sport is formed of traditional arts and games, such as dooz, slingshot, ley ley, crossing of water and land and traditional martial arts tribes. During a process of deep studies and modernization with benefit of science relief and rescue as well as fast response techniques, these sports now include Aqua O-Sport, Combat O-Sport, Mind O-Sport, Artistic O-Sport. They are registered in I.R. Iran as physical education organization, instruments and landed property, youth & sport ministry and in the National Olympic Committee of I.R. Iran. Furthermore, WOF is member of WADA, TAFISA, International Sport for all Games, International Humanitarian Games and the CSIT World Sports Games. As partner of CSIT World O-Sport is organizing the 12th World O-Sport Championships during the 6th CSIT World Sports Games from 2nd to 7th July 2019 in Tortosa, Spain. More information

GOLF new in CSIT - 1st World Championships in Media Golf

The aim of CSIT is to extend the sports offer for members with a trendy sport, but also bring in international full time Journalists who will organize their 1st World Championship in Media Golf in the framework of the CSIT World Sports Games in Tortosa 2019. There will be three golf tournaments in one during the WSG Tortosa 2019, all competing for the World Sports Games title. 1 - The CSIT Golf Trophy for CSIT members, 2 - The Golf Guest Invitational for CSIT guests and 3 - The World Media Golf Masters, the 1st World Championship in Media Golf only for Journalists on separate invitation. The tournament is played on the two traditional Golf Courses Panoramica Golf, Sport & Resort (Sant Jordi) and in the Bonmont Club Golf (Mont-Roig del Camp)
More info via kramel@worldmediagolf.com

FINALIT - STONE & CERAMIC CARE
“CSIT4Aid” - the CSIT Solidarity APP
download the app
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